Florida Chapter of NADCA Receives Monies for Education

*Miami FL., (April 19, 2005)*—The Florida Chapter of the North American Die Casting Association (NADCA) received $1000 from ABC Die Casting to promote educational activities in the region.

(Name of education chairman), (title and company) accepted the check for the chapter. “The chapter realizes the need for continuing education and scholarships in the die casting industry. The funds will help (Include what the chapter plans to do, such as underwriting a local course, etc.).”

The current Chapter Chairman, Sam Spade of XYZ Die Casting Company was excited to be able to increase their educational outreach stating, “Manufacturing in North America needs the best people possible. This is our way of making sure our local industry grows and prospers”.

For more information on the local NADCA Chapter, contact the Chapter Secretary Tom Jones of ABC Supply Company at 555-444-3333 or e-mail at tjones@abcsco.com.
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